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		Net Lessons features 70 K-12 classroom-tested lesson plans that harness the unique potentials of the Web, plus hundreds of extensions and ideas for all subject areas. The book also provides curriculum frameworks for creating your own successful Web projects, assessment tools, and the advice of teachers who have used the Web in their classrooms.Classroom teachers are overwhelmed. With budget cuts in everything from grant money to family services and a national agenda of higher standards for both teachers and students, teachers are increasingly being asked to do more with less.Teachers know there is no magic elixir. An eternally practical group, teachers are interested in easy-to-implement solutions that help them do their job better. And once they find it, they are masters at making the most of a good thing.Only the most motivated of teachers, however, will embrace a technology that is difficult to learn. That has been the problem with the Internet. Though the Internet's applications to education are obvious, very few schools and fewer teachers have had both the access to the technology and the know-how to make the most of it. Quite simply, as one teacher said, "Why go through all of that?"The World Wide Web offers teachers an easy-to-learn graphic interface and a bounty of sites customized to educators. Now they want to know what to do; to teachers, that means asking for curricula.This book helps teachers reap the benefits of the World Wide Web in their classrooms, by supplying them with actual activities and projects that both:

	This book focuses on projects that let teachers and students use the World Wide Web. It is practical in its approach, emphasizing that the Web's usefulness depends on how effectively it helps teachers achieve their goals.Unlike other books about this topic on the market, Net Lessons focuses on the curricular applications of the Web, not the tools. Rather than tell teachers where the sites are that supply good ideas, Net Lessons gives them those ideas, complete with comments from teachers who have used the plans successfully in their classrooms.The book includes scores of tried and true curricular ideas for K-12, organized by subject area and level, with tips for adapting lesson plans to different age groups, classrooms with different resources, and environments such as home schooling. The book includes multiple cross- referenced lists for ease in finding topics by subject, age group, and activity type (cooperative vs. challenge vs. research, etc.). Teachers who have already successfully applied Web resources in their classrooms share their ideas. Activities and projects have been chosen for inclusion based on their ease of implementation and relevance to standard curriculum.Too often books about the Internet and teaching evangelize. This book uses a cautious tone, helping teachers maximize the benefit and minimize the time needed.Teachers who use this book will inherit the advice, experience, and project ideas of veteran Web users and curriculum experts.
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eBay Business All-in-One For Dummies (For Dummies (Business & Personal Finance))For Dummies, 2018

	The selling, marketing, and business tips you need to succeed


	eBay is the perfect place to learn the ropes of what it's like running an online business. It provides the tools, technology, and platform a would-be entrepreneur needs to launch their first successful small business. It takes some know-how, however, to get...
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High Performance Parallelism Pearls Volume Two: Multicore and Many-core Programming ApproachesMorgan Kaufmann, 2015

	High Performance Parallelism Pearls Volume 2 offers another set of examples that demonstrate how to leverage parallelism. Similar to Volume 1, the techniques included here explain how to use processors and coprocessors with the same programming – illustrating the most effective ways to combine Xeon Phi coprocessors with Xeon and...
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Introduction to Data Analysis with R for Forensic Scientists (International Forensic Science and Investigation)CRC Press, 2010

	
		Statistical methods provide a logical, coherent framework in which data from experimental science can be analyzed. However, many researchers lack the statistical skills or resources that would allow them to explore their data to its full potential. Introduction to Data Analysis with R for Forensic Sciences minimizes...
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The Windows 2000 Device Driver Book, A Guide for Programmers, Second EditionPrentice Hall, 2000
The #1 book on Windows driver development - totally updated for Windows 2000!  

With The Windows 2000 Device Driver Book, any experienced Windows  programmer can master driver development start to finish: planning,  implementation, testing, debugging, installation, and distribution. Totally  updated to reflect...
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Second Language Teacher Education: A Sociocultural Perspective (ESL & Applied Linguistics Professional Series)Routledge, 2009
"…. a beautifully written, articulate and compelling argument for a sociocultural perspective on second language teacher education…. Essential reading for all who wish to understand this perspective." -- David Nunan, University of Hong Kong

" …significant and timely. Johnson is masterful at writing in...
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Design Patterns Explained A New Perspective on Object-Oriented Design Second EditionAddison Wesley, 2004
Leverage the quality and productivity benefits of patternswithout the complexity! Design Patterns Explained, Second Edition is the field's simplest, clearest, most practical introduction to patterns. Using dozens of updated Java examples, it shows programmers and architects exactly how to use...
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